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ABSTRACT: We investigated morphology transitions of linear
tetrablock copolymers of polystyrene-block-polyisoprene-block-
polystyrene-block-polyisoprene (S1I1S2I2) by varying volume
fraction of PI1 block ( f PI1), while maintaining the symmetric
volume fraction of total PS blocks and PI blocks
( f PS1+f PS2:f PI1+f PI2 ≈ 1:1). An interesting sequence of morphology
transitions was observed as f PI1 was increased: lamellae (L) →
asymmetric lamellae (aL) → hexagonally packed PI-cylinders (CPI) → double gyroid with PI-network domains (GPI) → short-
period lamellae (sL). The domain spacing of sL was nearly half that of L, while aL had asymmetric lamellar width of PS and PI
microdomains. It is particularly interesting that cylindrical and gyroid morphologies were observed in linear block copolymers
with symmetric overall volume fraction at intermediate segregation. The experimentally observed morphologies are in good
agreement with the predicted equilibrium phases by self-consistent field theory (SCFT).

1. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers have been extensively investigated because of
their various nanostructures, depending on volume fraction,
degree of polymerization (N), and the Flory−Huggins
interaction parameter (χ).1−4 For the phase diagram of a
simple diblock copolymer, one of the controlling parameters is
the volume fraction of one block. For example, hexagonally
packed cylindrical microdomains have been found for AB
diblock copolymers with volume fractions of one block ( fA)
having 0.2−0.35, while lamellar microdomains were observed at
fA having 0.35−0.5.1−4 However, binary blends of two block
copolymers (AB)I and (AB)II where fA in (AB)I is different
from that in (AB)II showed unconventional microdomains not
attained for neat AB diblock copolymer.5−23 For example,
Hashimoto and co-workers9,10 showed that binary blends of
two lamellar forming polystyrene-block-polyisoprene copoly-
mers (PS-b-PI) with different molecular weights exhibited
hexagonally packed cylinders, although the volume fraction of
PS ( f PS) in one PS-b-PI was 0.53, while that in the other PS-b-
PI was 0.55. Sakurai and co-workers24,25 reported that binary
blends of two cylinder-forming PS-b-PI with different f PS ( f PS
in one PS-b-PI was 0.65, while that of the other PS-b-PI was
0.26) showed gyroid microdomains when the overall volume
fraction of PS block in the blend was 0.6. In addition, binary
blends of AB and AC diblock copolymers where B and C
blocks were capable of hydrogen bonding showed unconven-
tional microdomains that could not be obtained by neat block

copolymers of AB or AC.21−23 We obtained highly asymmetric
lamellar structure by blending asymmetric polystyrene-block-
poly(2-vinylpyridine) copolymer (as-PS-b-2PVP) and asym-
metric polystyrene-block-poly(4-hydroxystyrene) copolymer
(as-PS-b-PHS), even though both neat as-PS-b-P2VP and as-
PS-b-PHS were body-centered cubic (BCC) spherical micro-
domains, where the hydrogen bond was expected between
P2VP and PHS.21−23 Also, hexagonally packed cylindrical
microdomains were obtained when a higher molecular weight
of lamellar forming PS-b-P2VP was blended with a lower
molecular weight of lamellar forming PS-b-PHS, where the
volume fraction of total PS block in the blend was the same as
that of P2VP + PHS blocks.20

Among many microstructures, cylindrical and gyroid
structures have received great attention due to potential
applications to nanoporous and advanced optical materi-
als.26−29 Wide ranges of the channel width in the gyroid
structures would be needed to design a new optical material
such as metamaterial because bandgap and effective plasma
wavelength are easily adjusted by the channel size of gyroid
structure.30,31 However, gyroid structures are usually observed
at a narrow range of volume fraction of A block (∼0.35) in AB
diblock copolymer. Also, to facilitate the flux in nanoporous
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materials with vertically aligned cylindrical pores, the pore
volume should be increased. But, the pore volume obtained
from cylindrical microdomains of AB diblock copolymer is at
most ∼0.35. Thus, one could not prepare pore volume larger
than this value (say 0.5) because lamellar microdomains are
expected instead of cylindrical microdomains at fA = 0.5. Some
research groups reported that miktoarm block copolymers (AnB
with n ≥ 2) showed cylindrical and gyroid morphology at fA ∼
0.5 depending on the number of arms.32−34 Hadjichristidis and
co-workers33,34 reported that PI2PS miktoarm block copolymer
(n = 2) showed gyroid microdomains, while PI3PS miktoarm
block copolymer (n = 3) showed cylindrical microdomains at
f PS ∼ 0.5. This suggests that the chain architecture can affect
significantly phase behavior of block copolymers. In addition,
Park et al.35−37 reported that the disordered phase of nearly
symmetric polystyrene-block-polymethylbutylene (PS-b-PMB)
copolymer became cylindrical or gyroid microdomains depend-
ing on total molecular weights when sulfonate ion-conducting
group was introduced to the PS chains.
Also, linear multiblock copolymers have shown unique

microdomains that could not be obtained from AB diblock
copolymers.38−40 Sakurai and co-workers38 reported morphol-
ogy re-entry by changing the asymmetry of PS blocks (τ = f PS2/
( f PS1 + f PS2)) in neat linear PS-b-polybutadiene-b-PS triblock
copolymer at an overall volume fraction of PS blocks ( f PS1 +
f PS2) having 0.64. With increasing τ the microdomains changed
as gyroid → lamella → gyroid at χN ∼ 24, while those changed
as cylinder → lamealla → cylinder at χN ∼ 36.
Very recently, Zhao et al.41 predicted by using SCFT the

phase behavior of linear A1B1A2B2 tetrablock copolymers
depending on the asymmetry of A block (τA = NA1/(NA1 +
NA2)) and B block (τB = NB1/(NB1 + NB2)), with Ni the degree
of polymerization of the i block. For 0.2 < τA < 0.6, χN = 60 (in
which N is the total polymerization degree in the tetrablock
copolymer) and symmetric overall volume fractions of A and B
block ( fA1 + fA2 = f B1 + f B2 = 0.5), the microdomains changed
from lamella to cylinder and gyroid and re-entry of lamella with
increasing τB. Also, the domain spacing of lamellar micro-
domain at larger τB (>0.4) is about half of that at smaller τB
(<0.15). Thus, even when the overall volume fraction of A
blocks is the same as that of B blocks, cylinders (and even
gyroids) could be formed.

In this study, we verified experimentally the re-entrant phase
behavior of linear A1B1A2B2 tetrablock copolymers by changing
the asymmetry of B blocks. For this, we synthesized, via anionic
polymerization, S1I1S2I2 with various volume fractions (or chain
lengths) of PI1 and PI2 blocks while keeping symmetric overall
volume fraction of PS and PI blocks. We found, via small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), that microdomains of S1I1S2I2 at a given τPS = 0.4 were
changed from lamellae with symmetric width (L), to lamellae
with asymmetric width (aL), to hexagonally packed cylinders
with PI chains (CPI), then double gyroids with PI network
domain (GPI), and finally short-period lamellae with symmetric
width (sL), with increasing the chain length of PI1 block. The
microdomain transitions are well consistent with those
predicted by SCFT. CPI and GPI observed at a total volume
fraction of PS blocks ∼0.5 in linear A1B1A2B2 tetrablock
copolymers are very interesting because cylinder microdomain
is expected for the volume fraction of A block ( fA) having 0.2−
0.35 (or 0.65−0.8) and gyroids for fA ∼ 0.35 (or 0.65) in AB
diblock and ABA linear triblock copolymers.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. S1I1S2I2 tetrablock copolymers with various volume

fractions of each block were synthesized by sequential anionic
polymerization of styrene, isoprene, styrene, and isoprene in
tetrahydrofuran (THF) at −78 °C under a purified argon atmosphere
with benzyl potassium initiator. Styrene was polymerized for 1 h, and
isoprene was polymerized for 4 h. At each step, we obtained aliquots
by a syringe before addition of the next monomer.

Molecular Characterization. The number-average molecular
weight (Mn) and polydispersity index (PDI) of various S1I1S2I2
samples as well as aliquots were measured by size exclusion
chromatography (SEC: Waters 2414 refractive index detector) based
on PS standards. Two 300 mm (length) × 7.5 mm (inner diameter)
columns including particle size of 5 μm (PLgel 5 μm MIXED-C:
Polymer Laboratories) were used with THF as an eluent and a flow
rate of 1 mL/min at 30 °C. The volume fractions of each block were
determined by SEC results of precursors and 1H nuclear magnetic
resonance spectra (1H NMR: Bruker Avance III 400) with a solvent of
chloroform-d (CDCl3) (see Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting
Information). The molecular characteristics of samples are summar-
ized in Table 1.

Sample Preparation. All samples were prepared by solution
casting from 5 wt % THF solution and slowly evaporated at room

Table 1. Molecular Characteristics of S1I1S2I2 Employed in This Study

aDetermined by SEC based on PS standard. bCalculated by 1H NMR with known density at room temperature (ρPI: 0.926; ρPS: 1.05).
cτPI = (NPI1/

(NPI1 + NPI2)) = ( f PI1/( f PI1 + f PI2)).
dRed and blue colors represent PS and PI, respectively. eSISSI34 was prepared by blending 35/65 (w/w)

SISI24/SISI40. Mn, f PS,total, f PS1,PI1,PS2,PI2, and τPI of the blend sample were calculated by average value of neat samples. L = lamellae, aL =
asymmetric lamellae width of PS and PI microdomains, CPI = hexagonally packed PI-cylinder, GPI = double gyroid with PI-network domains, sL =
short period lamellae.
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temperature (RT). For the complete removal of THF, samples were
under vacuum for 24 h. Then, samples were thermally annealed at 240
°C for 2 h under high vacuum and quenched at RT. To fine-tune τPI
between 0.24 and 0.40, we blended SISI24 and SISI40 (35/65 w/w)
having τPI = 0.34.
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). SAXS profiles [I(q) vs q

(= (4π/λ) sin θ), where q is the scattering vector and 2θ is the
scattering angle] were obtained at the in-vacuum Undulator 20
beamline (4C SAXS II) of the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL)
Korea. The wavelength and beam size were 0.675 Å and 0.2 (H) × 0.6
(W) mm2, respectively. A two-dimensional charge coupled detector
(Mar USA, Inc.) was used. The sample-to-detector distance was 4 m.
The thickness of the sample was 1.0 mm, and the exposure time was
100 s.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The samples were

ultrasectioned using a Leica Ultracut Microtome (EM UC6 Leica Ltd.)
at room temperature with a thickness of 40 nm. Then they were
stained by exposure to OsO4 vapor for 24 h at room temperature. The
PI microdomains look dark in TEM images. The micrographs were
taken at room temperature with bright-field TEM (S-7600 Hitachi
Ltd.) at 80 kV.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All samples showed unimodal and narrow molecular distribu-
tion (PDI < 1.15), as shown in SEC traces (Figure S1). Also,
there was no peak corresponding to SIS triblock (or SI diblock
and S homopolymer) due to using anionic polymerization.
Thus, we successfully synthesized SISI0, SISI17, SISI24, SISI30,
SISI40, and SISI60 with various τPI with a given τPS of 0.4 and
the symmetric overall volume fraction of PS and PI blocks.
Figures 1 and 2 give SAXS profiles and TEM images of all

samples. At τPI = 0, which is an SI diblock copolymer, the SAXS

profile shows scattering peaks at positions of 1:2:3:4:5 relative
to q* (0.111 nm−1). The lamellar domain spacing (D = 2π/q*)
obtained from SAXS profile was 57 nm. Very weak peaks at 2q*
and 4q* indicate that SISI0 has symmetric lamellar width of PS
and PI microdomains. This is consistent with the inset of TEM
image in Figure 2a. At τPI = 0.17 of SISI17, although the SAXS
profile also shows scattering peaks at positions of 1:2:3:4:5

relative to q* (0.142 nm−1 corresponding to D = 47 nm), it was
different from that of SISI0. First, the domain spacing slightly
decreased compared with that of SISI0. Second, the strong
scattering peaks at 2q* and 4q* imply that the lamellar widths
of PS and PI microdomains in SISI17 should be unequal. From
the paracrystalline model fitting to SAXS profile (Figure S3),
the predicted volume fraction of PS was 0.59. This is consistent
with the observed lamellar width ratio of PS to PI micro-
domains (about 3:2) from TEM image (inset of Figure 2b). At
τPI = 0.24−0.30, the scattering peaks at positions of 1:√3:2
relative to q* (0.200 nm−1 for SISI24; 0.199 nm−1 for SISI30)
were observed. Thus, SISI24 and SISI30 showed hexagonally
packed cylindrical morphologies. The domain spacing D (or the
cylinder-to-cylinder distance d) was measured as 31 nm (or 36
nm) for the two samples. Well-ordered hexagonal packed
cylinders were clearly seen in TEM images (Figure 2c,d) of
SISI24 and SISI30. The volume fraction of the cylindrical cores
from TEM image was estimated as almost 0.5. At τPI ∼ 0.34,
the SAXS profile showed scattering peaks at positions of
√6:√8:√14:√16:√18:√20:√22 relative to q* (0.274
nm−1), corresponding to double gyroid. Figure 2e shows the
[110] projection of the double gyroid. The double gyroid
morphology of SISI34 was further confirmed by birefringence

Figure 1. SAXS profiles of S1I1S2I2 samples: (a) SISI0, (b) SISI17, (c)
SISI24, (d) SISI30, (e) SISI34, (f) SISI40, and (g) SISI60.

Figure 2. TEM images of S1I1S2I2 samples: (a) SISI0, (b) SISI17, (c)
SISI24, (d) SISI30, (e) SISI34, and (f) SISI40. Dark regions
correspond to PI microdomains due to selective staining of PI by
OsO4. Expanded TEM images in the insets of (b) and (f) show
lamellar width ratios. The insets of (c) and (d) were obtained when
samples were cut parallel to the cylinder axis. Scale bar of all images is
100 nm.
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measurement because only SISI34 among all samples did not
show any birefringence (Figure S4). When τPI was further
increased, the scattering peaks became similar to those of SISI0,
suggesting that the morphology was transformed back to
symmetric lamellae. D of SISI40 and SISI60 was measured as
19 and 23 nm, respectively, which is nearly half of that of SISI0.
In summary, by increasing τPI, the morphology of S1I1S2I2
transferred from symmetric lamellae (L) to asymmetric
lamellae (aL) to hexagonally packed PI cylinders (CPI) to
double gyroid with PI network (GPI) and finally to short-period
symmetric lamellae (sL).
The transition sequence of morphologies of S1I1S2I2 as τPI is

qualitatively consistent with the phase diagram predicted by
SCFT in Figure 2 of ref 41. To make a more quantitative
comparison, we identified the equilibrium morphologies of all
experimental S1I1S2I2 samples using SCFT. Each polymer chain
was coarse-grained into a freely jointed chain composed of
Kuhn monomers with Kuhn length b. According to the
standard definition of the free jointed chain model, the number
of Kuhn monomers N for a specific polymer can be easily
estimated. The Flory−Huggins parameter χ between PS and PI
blocks was estimated as 0.043 at the annealing temperature
(240 °C) according to the formula χ = 58/T − 0.07.42 A
detailed calculation was found elsewhere.41

In Table 2, the free energies of possible morphologies for all
S1I1S2I2 samples are listed. The equilibrium morphologies

predicted by SCFT are L, aL, CPI, CPI, GPI, sL, and sL for SISI0,
SISI17, SISI24, SISI30, SISI34, SISI40, and SISI60, respectively,
which are in good agreement with the experimental
observations. Density color map and one-dimensional density
distribution for each sample calculated by SCFT are given in
Figure S5.
Figure 3 gives D-spacing change of S1I1S2I2 with τPI at a given

τPS = 0.4, normalized by D-spacing of SI diblock copolymer (τPI
= 0). Since the total molecular weight (M) of all S1I1S2I2
samples was not the same, we additionally normalized D by
N2/3 43 because of different total molecular weight of the
samples. Whether the relationship of D by N2/3 holds for
tetrablock copolymers, we obtained the dependence of D on N
at fixed τ by the SCFT. As shown in Figure S6, D of the
different morphologies formed in the tetrablock copolymers
with various values of τ exhibits a very good scaling relationship
as D ∼ N2/3.
The explanation of the change of D with τPI is as follows. As

the symmetric lamellae transformed to asymmetric lamellae, the

D-spacing decreased slightly. This is because some PI1 blocks
form looping configuration, causing to decrease the D-spacing.
However, the portion of looping PI1 blocks is small, leading to a
mild change in the D-spacing. When lamellar microdomains
changed to CPI, the D-spacing rapidly decreased. This is
attributed to the fact that many PI1 blocks migrate from the PS
microdomain into the PI microdomain to overcome enthalpy
penalty. In this situation, the portion of looping PI1 blocks
increased rapidly, resulting in a sudden drop of the D-spacing.
Then, it gradually decreased when microdomains changed to
GPI and to lamellae because the remaining PI1 blocks with
bridge configuration are transformed to looping configuraiton.
Interestingly, D at higher τPI is almost half of that of SI diblock
copolymer, which is consistent with the prediction by SCFT.41

In ref 41, it has been argued that the morphology transitions
are induced by the change of chain configurations in response
to the change of block lengths. Importantly, a portion of the
short PI1 blocks is mixed into the PS microdomain via dangling
configurations. At τPI = 0, the copolymer becomes symmetric SI
diblock, thus forming a lamellar morphology where each PS
and PI microdomain consists of double-layer PS or PI chains
(Figure 4a).
When τPI is slightly increased, most of the short PI1 blocks

prefer to being dangled in the PS microdomain instead of
aggregating with the long PI2 blocks. With τPI increasing, a
decreased portion of PI1 blocks swells the PS microdomain.
Obviously, varying a portion of PI1 blocks swelling PS
microdomain leads to a change of the volume of PS
microdomain or PI microdomain, i.e., the effective volume
fraction of PS and PI microdomains ( f PS

eff > 0.5 or f PI
eff < 0.5)

differing from the total volume fraction of S1I1S2I2 tetrablock
copolymer (e.g., f PS = f PI = 0.5). The swollen PS microdomain
becomes larger than the PI microdomain, leading to
asymmetric lamellae (aL) (Figure 4b). Then, the domain
spacing is slightly decreased, consistent with the experimental
result given in Figure 3. With SISI17 sample, τPI = 0.17, the
width ratio between PS and PI microdomains was measured
about 3:2, i.e.,f PI

eff ≈ 0.4 To Predict f PI
eff depending on τPI, we

performed SCFT calculation, and the result is given in Figure
4f. From Figure 4f, the predicted f PI

eff = 0.43 at τPI = 0.17, close
to the TEM image (Figure 2b). To confirm the compatibility
between PS block and PI1 block in SISI17 sample, we
performed differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measure-
ment. In SISI17, the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the PI
block is the same as SISI0, but Tg of the PS block (Tg = 96 °C)
is definitely lower than that (104 °C) of SISI0, even though

Table 2. Free Energy per Chain of Various Ordered
Mirodomains of S1I1S2I2 Samples Calculated by SCFT

F/nkBT
a

sample L or aL CPI GPI sL

SISI0 6.119
SISI17 8.536 8.557 8.558
SISI24 10.198 10.022 10.046
SISI30 11.184 11.192 11.263
SISI34 11.398 11.372 11.374
SISI40 9.266 9.205 9.137
SISI60 10.428 10.284 10.104

aThe free energy was calculated by the pseudospectral method of
SCFT using the parameters provided in Table S1 of the Supporting
Information. The free energy data of the equilibrium morphology of
each sample are shown in bold font.

Figure 3. Change of D-spacing for S1I1S2I2 with τPI at a given τPS = 0.4,
normalized by D-spacing of SI diblock copolymer (τPI = 0): (■)
lamellae, (◆) asymmetric lamellae, (▲) cylinders, (○) gyroids, and
(□) short-period lamellae.
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they have similar molecular weights (Figure S7). This indicates
that some of PI chains are dissolved into the PS microdomain.
When τPI is further increased, the lamellar morphology

transformed to the cylindrical morphology (Figure 4c).
Surprisingly, an increase of f PI

eff is accompanied by the transition
to CPI which is induced by the change of the chain
configurations in response to the change of interfacial
geometry. As the PI1 block becomes long, the interfacial
energy between PI1/PS blocks becomes dominant over
entropy, thus driving PI1 blocks to migrate from the PS
microdomain into the PI microdomain. The PI1 blocks joining
PI microdomains have to form loop configurations, causing an
energy penalty. The energy penalty is relieved in curved
interfacial geometries, thereby benefiting the formation of the
CPI morphologies compared with the lamellar morphology.
After passing the transition from aL to CPI, increasing τPI

increases f PI
eff because longer PI1 blocks are more separated from

PS blocks and are mixed with PI2 blocks. The increased f PI
eff

leads to GPI morphology from CPI morphology (Figure 4d).
Because the entropy penalty for the formation of loop
configuration of the PI1 blocks in GPI is smaller than that in
LAM, GPI becomes stable microdomains even at nearly
symmetric effective volume fraction (0.45 < f I

eff < 0.46).
When the PI1 block is long enough (τPI > 0.34), most PI1

blocks are separated from PS blocks and are mixed with PI2
blocks, leading to the formation of short-period lamellae
because PI1 and PS2 blocks tend to form both loop and bridge
configurations to maximize the configurational entropy (Figure
4e). Note from Figure 4f that f PI

eff of the equilibrium
morphologies varies nonmonotonically as τPI increases, i.e.,
decreasing to reach a minimum and then increasing to reach a
near plateau. The changing effective volume fraction is the main
factor resulting in the morphology transitions. The consistent
results between experiment and theory confirm that the length
of the inner chain has a significant effect on the morphology
transitions of linear tetrablock copolymers.

4. CONCLUSION
A series of linear S1I1S2I2 tetrablock copolymers with symmetric
volume fraction of PS/PI blocks were synthesized by sequential
anionic polymerization, and their self-assembly behavior was
studied by SAXS and TEM. With increasing the asymmetry of
the PI1 block, the morphology changed from lamellar to
asymmetric lamellar, cylinder, double gyroid, and finally to
short-period lamellar (half-domain size). The experimental
results were consistent with the results of SCFT. The
morphology mainly depended on the length of the PI1 block.
When the PI1 block was short, some of the PI1 blocks would
stay inside the PS microdomain instead of joining the PI2
blocks, which increased the effective volume fraction of the PS
microdomain. Thus, the morphology changed from lamellae to
asymmetric lamellae. When the PI1 block was further increased,
the interfacial energy between PI1/PS blocks became dominant
over entropy. In this situation, the PI1 blocks joining PI
microdomains have to form loop configurations, causing an
energy penalty. This energy penalty was relieved in curved
interfacial geometries, resulting in cylindrical microdomains and
double gyroid. However, when the PI1 block was long enough,
PI1 and PS2 blocks tend to form both loop and bridge
configurations to maximize the configurational entropy, causing
re-entry of lamellae. An important conclusion from our study is
that double gyroid and cylindrical microdomains could be
formed in neat linear block copolymers with symmetric overall
volume fraction.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the
ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.macro-
mol.8b00567.

SEC chromatogram, 1H NMR spectra, fitting data of
SAXS profile with a variable lamellar thickness structure
model, birefringence data, parameters of the experimen-
tal samples used in the calculations of SCFT, density
color maps and one-dimensional density distribution

Figure 4. Schematics of major chain configurations in various microdomains (a−e). Blue and red denote PI and PS chains, respectively. (a) L, (b)
aL, (c) CPI, (d) GPI, and (e) sL. (f) f PI

eff of various ordered morphologies as a function of τPI for xN = 60 and f PS1 = 0.2. Three dashed lines indicate
the transitions of aL → CPI → GPI → sL.
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